
The Sims Hilditch Collection

The Sims Hilditch collection is a mark of beautiful, practical de-
sign for inspirational interiors, tailored for ultimate luxury.   
Encompassing the Emma Sofa, Emma Chair and Emma Ottoman, 
the collaboration is a celebration of British design and craftsman-
ship, making pieces to last generations.

Sims Hilditch have designed this timeless collection to suit both 
city and country homes as well as hospitality settings.  The elegant,  
curved profiles of each piece were carefully considered to cre-
ate a balance between comfort and formality.  The pillow back 
and sloped arms of the chair and sofa are the first of their kind 
in the George Smith catalogue, adding to their already impressive 
range, with the inclusion of a timeless and fun octagon ottoman.

Much of the design inspiration behind this collection 
stems from Emma’s love of the British countryside. When  
curating an interior, Emma and her team use the landscape 
and local architecture to inform the overall design language. 
The process behind creating the George Smith collection was 
much the same – the pieces were designed to be minimal-
ist and refined, elegant and versatile; inspired by the rolling hills 
of the British countryside. The first pieces made express a love 
of nature through floral linens, tactile wools, and cosy velvets.

Emma Sofa
With sloped, sleigh-like arms and sumptuous pillow cushions, the striking 

shape of the Emma Sofa brings a welcoming elegance, which can be dressed 
with a skirt or without. 
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Emma Chair
Sculptural and refined, the Emma Chair is reminiscent of the rolling hills of the British country-

side. The dimensions have been refined to suit all spaces in both city and country homes.

Emma Ottoman
The Emma Ottoman is a blank canvas for creativity, layer it with books and your 

favourite nik-naks, or simply put your feet up and let the fabric shine through. 
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